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NEW QUESTION: 1
An upgrade of protected RPMs from the Bash shell did not take effect. Which action is required
for the changes to take effect?
A. Disable and reenable the Bash feature.
B. Restart the Bash shell.
C. Upgrade the RPMs from the Guest shell.
D. Reload the switch.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the problem BigInsights solves for our customer?
A. Our customers want to explore data, extract, load, and transform the data into trusted
information then move into a PureData for Analytics environment for analysis.
B. Our customers want to manage new data sources in an efficient way. They want to acquire,
grow & analyze data in order to stay competitive & grow their business.
C. Our customers want Hadoop to be able to analyze data in motion.
D. Our customers want to have a single view of the customer and maintain the 'golden' record
of enterprise information that will be 'pushed' to every application that needs that information.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
There can be one SRRP master per which entity?
A. BNG
B. Group interface
C. Subscriber interface
D. IES interface
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Welcher der folgenden Sicherheitsmechanismen weist eine Layer 2-Adresse dynamisch zu und
beschränkt den Datenverkehr nur auf diese Layer 2-Adresse?
A. ACL

B. Sticky MAC
C. 802.1x
D. NAC
Answer: B
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